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Glenn Morgan continues his interview with engraver Chris 
Matthews. In this concluding instalment Glenn talks us through 
Chris’s postal-related engravings, from his first portrait of The 
Queen in the mid-eighties, to his work for Royal Mail’s 2015 Long 
to Reign Over Us miniature sheet.

So far, Chris’s postal-related engravings 
have been solely for British stamps and 
Postal Orders, and readers will no doubt 
be familiar with these designs. Several 
interesting and previously unpublished 
anecdotes reveal problems and changes 
encountered during their development. 

1987 British Postal Orders 
From mid-1987 the Post Office gradually 
phased-in a new British Postal Order range 
(Fig 1). Shortly after Chris had started 
working at Harrison, he had been given the 
assignment to produce the portrait of The 
Queen (Fig 2)—his first portrait to be used 
on these documents. 

The portrait, produced by the ink 
on Kodatrace technique described in 
last month’s article, has until now been 
extensively attributed to Slania in the 
philatelic press and online; this wrong 
attribution is categorically corrected here 
for the first time. Slania had no personal 
involvement with the creation of these 
Postal Orders. in preparing the engraving 
Chris did use a full-face engraving made 
by Slania (Fig 3), supposedly produced for 
a new British high value definitive series, 
purely to act as a reference point. Chris 
commented: ‘I used Slania’s engraving as 
if it were a tonal original as the original 
artwork wasn’t available and chose my own 
line directions and divisions to suit the size 
and scale of the finished piece and the 
print method to be used.’

This correction to the information 
has additionally been confirmed by 
John Walker, the Director of Design 
and Origination at Harrison during that 
period, who states: ‘My recollection is 
that the information you have from Chris 
is correct. Czeslaw Slania was a brilliant 
engraver and did a great deal of work for 
Harrison over the years and so it’s easy to 
see why the portrait on the Postal Order 
might be attributed to him. There was talk 
at the time about Slania being invited, 
but we pressed for Chris to be given the 
opportunity and were delighted that he was 
able to engrave his first portrait, and such 
an important one.’

Harrison printed the Postal Orders by 
means of the dry offset (see Terminology) 
printing process using Chris’s portrait 
and John Walker adds that: ‘This process 
was chosen due to the unique nature of 
the inks used. The inks were fugitive, i.e. 
chemical and water soluble (hence dry 
offset which does not use water) to avoid 
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Fig 1 A 40p Postal Order utilising Chris’s portrait. 
(The image has been colour saturated to better 
reveal the feint security background detail) 

Fig 2 The Postal Order portrait 
designed by Chris to best suit 
dry offset printing

any possibility of fraudsters removing or 
altering any hand written data’. Chris 
added: ‘Dry offset is a bit like a “John Bull” 
printing kit, i.e. not able to show subtle 
detail, so has to be more crudely drawn; 
this is why I prefer intaglio!’

1988 Castles high value 
definitives 
The Duke of York took photographs of 
Carrickfergus, Caernarvon, Edinburgh and 
Windsor castles to form the basis for the 
engravings for the 1988 Castle high value 
definitives, but some images did not reveal 
the interesting tonal differences due to 
lighting conditions, so Chris also took his 
own imagery. 

Fig 3 Slania’s engraved intaglio 
portrait which was used as a 
reference point
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A bromide (Fig 4) was 
created by Royal Mail’s design 
department showing a silhouette 
of each castle to ensure the 
correct ‘centre of gravity’ 
(balance) for the vignette. Chris 
first engraved two master dies 
of the Machin head (Fig 5), facing both 
left and right, which were transferred onto 
four dies using a transfer roller in advance 
of adding vignettes and text. 

Chris was especially pleased with how 
the reflections and movement in the water 
had come out on the £1 value (Fig 4a). 
The £1.50 Caernarvon Castle stamp (Fig 
4b) had the chimney stacks removed as 
they intruded into the area reserved for 
The Queen’s portrait and it is possibly 
thanks to Chris’s suggestion that the Welsh 
language spelling, with an ‘f’ instead of a 
‘v’, was used. 

When the £1.50 value was case-
hardened, disaster struck when the die 
blistered due to unwanted inclusions in 
the steel. Chris had to re-engrave it in just 
four days, much quicker than the original 
eight day version. Work normally included 
pointing-in, etching the castle and then 
cutting the text and value with a graver, 
which took a day with the assistance of a 
binocular microscope. 

A lack of time meant that instead of 
re-pointing the image and acid-etching 
through wax like the other castles, Chris 
took a ‘rubbing’ of the blistered die, 
by rolling a piece of Plasticine over it, 
creating a greasy surface. Then, using 
a piece of gelatine film and burnishing 
it down, he was able to lift a copy of the 
image and transfer it onto a shiny blank 
die so that there was a copy of the original 
castle. This enabled Chris to go over the 
design with a graver very carefully so as 
not to smudge the image. The lovely 
soft-edge to the line-work achievable by 
etching was simulated with the graver, and 
only an engraving specialist would be able 
to detect any differences from the other 
values. 

He particularly liked the ‘craggy 
appearance’ of the rocks on the £2 value 
(Fig 4c), but it was the £5 stamp (Fig 4d) 
that presented the most difficulties for 
Chris as the photographs supplied had 
been taken at a time of year when there 
were no leaves on the trees and the flat 
lighting offered little tonal differences or 
shadows. Prince Andrew had also taken 
the images while on a stationary boat on 
the Thames—not an option for Chris 
when he took further imagery in the 
summer. 

When the £5 die was initially proofed 
it was ‘sitting-up’ on some packing pieces 
on the flat-bed hand proofing press, and 
became steadily harder for the proofer 
to feed through. Chris said that: ‘the soft 
steel die had become banana-shaped and 
it was necessary to turn it upside down 
and pass it through the press again to 
reverse the effect, which was a bit scary. 
Fortunately this corrected the die and put 
it back to normal!’

De La Rue Giori Intaglio presses usually 
used to print Harrison banknotes were 
utilised for the printing of these stamps 
and not its Jumelle press. 

1990 150th anniversary of the Penny Black miniature 
sheet
This sheet sold for £1, five times its face-value. It was designed by Sedley Place and printed 
by Harrison in a run of three million copies and incorporating a Britannia with trident and 
Seahorses design, coupled with a photogravure 20p ‘double-head’ definitive. 

Chris engraved the Seahorses design onto a steel plate, which took him almost nine 
weeks. The SW (Stamp World) corner check lettering on the Penny Black was also engraved 
by Chris following his suggestion; for originally it was possibly intended to use the initials of 
a member of Royal Mail’s design team. 

It had not been intended that he should also engrave the rest of the stamp, instead it was 
recreated by the Crona System process from dies loaned by the National Postal Museum 
(now known as BPMA and soon to become The Postal Museum). 

Douglas N Muir, Senior Curator Philately at the BPMA, advised me that the date for 
this recreation was 5 April 1989, as written on the pulls taken that day at the premises 
of Harrison and held at the BPMA. The first pull, with a manuscript ‘2’, is of the ‘Old 
Original’ Penny Black die. Other pulls, with manuscript numbers ‘1’, ‘3’, and ‘4’ are of the 
‘Reserve No. 2’ die of the Penny Black.

The recreated Penny Black was added to the Seahorses die, using carbon tissue and 
etching with ferric chloride. Although this process got the image onto the die, it didn’t 
give enough depth and the line structure needed better definition, and so was cut with a 
graver. John Walker adds: ‘The “Old Original” die was/is very fragile and in taking extreme 
care with it the resultant image gained was light in detail and so it was ‘over-engraved’ and 

Fig 4 Silhouette bromide of Castles designs. Note its degradation over time

Figs 4a-d The issued 
1988 Castles series

Fig 5 Photograph 
of Chris engraving 
The Queen’s 
portrait for the 
Castles issue
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deepened and better defined in some areas 
to achieve more definition and tonal value 
to better match the original. It could be said 
that the Penny Black was ‘detail enhanced’ by 
Chris, rather than being fully re-engraved.’ 

A point of note; just inside the outer frame 
line above-left of the second swag of fabric is 
a ‘foul biting’ effect (Fig 6), which Chris had 
not noticed when etching the die. Although 
reduced by burnishing, it was unable to be 
removed completely. This flaw was faithfully 
transferred to every sheet printed and reveals 
an interesting aspect of engraving. 

Incidentally, Chris’s Penny Black was 
subsequently used, in part, on the 25p 1995 
Pioneers of Communication issue (Fig 7), but 
was printed by offset.

Chris said that this sheet 
(Fig 8) is his favourite postal 
item and ‘was great fun to 
work on. I enjoyed creating 
the horses, especially being 
able to make the black horse 
regress into the background 
and to give the illusion that the 
white horses were proud of the 
black one.’ 

1990 ‘Stamp World’ 
menu card 
1d. and 2d. versions of the 
1840 stamps were printed by 
Harrison side-by-side on a small 
sheet (Fig 9) for the Stamp 
World organisers and affixed 
to the banquet menu (Fig 10). The Harrison 
photographic studio utilised the miniature 
sheet version of the SW lettering without 
Chris’s further involvement. 

1990 ‘Stamp World’ presence
The exhibition was attended by Chris, who 
worked on the Harrison and Sons stand (Fig 
11) creating a dummy stamp die (Fig 12) 
designed to let visitors see the intricacies of 
his craft first hand. 

1990 Gallantry special 
stamps
Chris produced a trial engraving of the 
‘Distinguished Flying Cross’ (Fig 13) to be 
followed by the ‘Distinguished Flying Medal’ 
design. He only engraved a version of the 
‘DFC’. This was originally intended to be 
a photographic treatment, however at the 
Stamp Advisory Committee review stage it was 
decided to issue it in gravure only (Fig 14).

1991 Bi-centenary of the 
Ordnance Survey special 
stamps
This set saw printing shared between 
Harrison (24p and 28p) and Questa 
(balance). The map on the Ham Street 
design was engraved on steel by Chris (Fig 
15), with offset; the 28p was solely offset. The 
colour dabs, known to collectors as traffic 
lights, reveal two blacks, one intaglio (in its 
own box) and one offset (Fig 16). 

Note how Chris is working on 
what became a 24p value, but 
which was initially shown as 22p 
on the artwork. Fortunately that 
element was destined for offset 
printing, along with The Queen’s 
head and text, so did not require 
re-engraving.

Fig 6 The ‘foul biting’ effect in margin of the 
Penny Black on the Seahorses design

Fig 7 Chris’s Penny Black on 1995 25p 
Pioneers of Communication issue

Below: Fig 8 The issued Stamp World miniature sheet (Reduced)

Fig 9 The recreated Penny Black and Two 
Penny Blue which were printed side-by-
side for the 1990 Stamp World sheetlet Fig 10 The two stamps 

on the Stamp World banquet menu card

Fig 12 Photograph of Chris working 
on the die at the show

Fig 11 Photograph of the Harrison and Sons 
stand at Stamp World London 90

Figs 13 Different stages of the Distinguished Flying Cross 
engraving with separate border proof
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1992 Re-engraved Castles 
high value definitives 
The castles were re-issued (Fig 17) without 
the original tonal engraved heads owing to 
Royal Mail’s increasing concerns about the 
risks posed by colour photocopiers that are 
capable of creating realistic forgeries. 

SICPAs colour-changing Optically Variable 
Ink (OVI) costing £1000 per kilo, rather 
than standard pigmented inks at around £25 
at that time, was used by Harrison for the 
head, while two elliptical perforations added 
further security. 

Chris also had the opportunity to re-
engrave the castles, adding much greater 
detail to the images. He also engraved new 
solid silhouette heads, comprising a series of 
horizontal lines with a diagonal tint to hold 
the intaglio OVI ink in its recesses. Royal Mail 
had specified a totally flat head, i.e. without 
tonal variance, and so Harrison approached 
Czeslaw Slania, who engraved a selection of 
silhouetted heads for consideration, but they 
were not as critically or carefully done and it 
was Chris’s version that found favour. 

For a young engraver in his mid-twenties 
to be chosen over the acknowledged master 
must have given him much personal pleasure, 
although there was no boastful tone when 
recounting the story, just delight that the 
eventual stamps would appear at their very 
best.

1992 Europa special stamps
Comprising five stamps, the 24p and 39p 
ships were undertaken by Chris and printed 
by Harrison, with the balance by Questa. 
These are Britain’s only three-colour (black, 
red and grey) intaglio stamps thus far. The 
colour dab pairs (Figs 18) show each intaglio 
colour in its own box, plus the three offset 
colours together.

What makes these stamps unusual is that 
the face values appear in intaglio. Chris 
said that this is not normally the case for 
special issues, as postage 
rates could change 
between design and 
production stages (as 
with the Ordnance Survey 
issue, above), requiring 
expensive and time 
consuming re-working of 
dies and plates. The text is 
also intaglio, while the rest 
was printed offset. 

Chris drew the line 
work for the ships, not 
the designer Stanley 
Paine, and they were not 
engraved onto steel, but 
instead they were drawn 
four times actual size on 
Kodatrace, then film positives were produced 
of the ship drawings, adding values and text 
photographically. Multi-films were created 
using a Misomex step-and-repeat camera to 
make the printing plates, which would have 
been reproduced using the Kobex impression 
process and welding of a ’multi’ image prior to 
copper deposition to form the printing plate.

1995 £3 Castles high value 
definitive 
When a £3 definitive was required (Fig 19), 
the Carrickfergus £1 design, which due to 
inflation had been dropped in favour of a 
low-value Machin, was re-used. Chris did not 

Fig 14 The 20p Gallantry 
stamp as issued

Fig 15 Chris working on the die for 
the 24p Ordnance Survey issue

Fig 16 The issued 24p Ordnance Survey stamp 
with the offset and intaglio ‘traffic lights’

Figs 17 The re-issued Castles stamps of 1992

Figs 18 The issued 1992 Europa stamps, Britain’s only three-colour intaglio stamps

Fig 19 The issued £3 1995 Castles stamp

re-engrave this castle for a third time and had 
no involvement in its production.

When compared to the £1 stamp, it is clear 
that the £3 vignette area is ‘heavier’ in its 
rendition. This is due to Harrison having used 
the Crona technique for Chris’s original £1 
die and the effect that this and subsequent 
photographic processes had on the eventual 
result is evident. 

The ‘£3’ value tablet was produced as 
artwork, made into positive film followed by 
use of the Kobex process, as with the Europa 
1992 stamps.
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Early-mid 1990s Atatürk 
revenue stamp essay for 
Turkey 
Chris did one additional engraving of a 
portrait and border (Fig 20) while working at 
Harrison, which is exclusively illustrated here. 
This was a trial design for Turkey featuring 
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the first President 
of Turkey, but this essay was not adopted. 
The Turkish words ‘Damga Pulu’ translate as 
‘Revenue Stamp’. 

2015 Long to Reign 
Over Us miniature 
sheet 
It is total happenstance that I had 
approached Chris for an interview 
when I did and am delighted to 
add this significant addition to 
his illustrious engraving career. 
After more than two decades since 
working on an issued stamp, Chris 
was invited to engrave the sheet 
that would mark the 9 September 
2015 landmark whereby Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II became 
the longest reigning UK monarch, 
exceeding Queen Victoria’s reign of 
63 years and 216 days.

The unique nature of this commemoration 
meant that it came with an inherent risk that 
the milestone would not be met and so Royal 
Mail understandably kept details embargoed 
until 9 September, although it was described 
by one online philatelic commentator as ‘the 
worst kept secret of 2015’. 

Designed by Sedley Place, the sheet (Fig 
21) comprises four oblong special stamps 
‘engraved’ on computer by Chris, while a 
fifth stamp completes the sheet and consists 
of a Machin 1st class definitive printed in an 
anniversary Amethyst Purple colour utilising 
the gravure process. 

Note that the £1.52 denominations appear 
to have started out life at £1.33, as an early 
publicity shot used in Royal Mail publications 
First and the Philatelic Bulletin included the 
old face value (Fig 22). 

The engraved designs depict: 1st The 
Machin head and profile of Queen Victoria 
from the ‘City Medal’ by William Wyon (used 
as the basis for the portrait that appeared on 
the Penny Black) and the Machin head; 1st 
Dorothy Wilding’s portrait of Her Majesty 
and the Machin head; £1.52 The Windsor 
Crest, depicting the Round Tower, and the 
Machin head; £1.52 Her Majesty’s personal 
emblem and the Machin head. This is 
commonly used by The Queen when visiting 
certain Commonwealth countries, and the 
royal arms for some countries have this 
emblem integrated for use by the sovereign. 

I feel that Chris’s latest work for Royal Mail 
succeeds in retaining the dignity expected 
for such an important commemoration and 
provides a direct link right back to the Penny 
Black stamp of 1840 by the use of intaglio. 

Private engravings 
As an employee, Chris has generally not 
undertaken private commissions, but his 
main passion after family and work is the MG 
sports car and he currently owns two. I was 
given a sense of his infectious enthusiasm 
when he took me back to the railway station 
in his latest purchase. 

This love of cars inspired him to design 
and hand engrave a dummy stamp of an 
MG Midget (Fig 23), again exclusively 
illustrated here, which he produced ‘just 
for fun’, although a lack of free time has 
prevented him from completing the die. 

Chris was commissioned to produce 
wine label vignettes for Prince Charles 
depicting the facade of Highgrove House 
and these were drawn in the style of an 
engraving for use on the bottles sold at 
the royal estate shop. He also designed engraved-style Christmas cards featuring cherubs and 
sculptures for The Ritz Hotel in London. 

When Chris first joined De La Rue, he engraved his daughter Alice (Fig 24) ‘just to fill time’, 
but aside from these examples Chris has undertaken no other private engraving work.

The engraving of banknotes
Chris has chiefly been engaged in engraving banknotes down the years and so it would be 
inappropriate not to touch on this major aspect of his career, where as an artist-engraver he is 
especially able to reveal his creativity owing to the larger surface area that is available to work 
with. 

Chris has produced many fine banknote engravings for lots of countries, but I have chosen 
to depict the obverse of a 1989 Harrison ‘house’ note (Fig 25) that was designed by Bryan 
Woods, incorporating Chris’s engraved portrait (Fig 26) of the engineer Brunel. (The reverse 
of the note is not engraved.

Brunel’s cigar had to be removed so as not to flout current knowledge about the effects 
of smoking, as was his tall hat due to space constraints, but despite this I felt that he had 
captured the iconic Brunel likeness exceptionally well. Unfortunately in this instance Chris 
was less pleased with his rendition of the portrait, especially the nose and forehead, which he 
puts down to the newly produced artwork supplied not looking sufficiently like contemporary 
images of the great man. It is still a personal favourite of mine despite his misgivings. 

In conclusion
After four hours of interviewing it was time to depart and piece together what you have before 
you. It is hoped that you now have a much better understanding of the intricacies and different 
types of process that have been employed when engraving postage stamps. 

The use of intaglio for stamps is, sadly, very limited these days unless you collect the likes of 
France and several of her former colonies, Sweden or the Czech Republic. Indeed, the 2014 
new issue pages of GSM recorded just 13 unique designs that had been printed by single colour 
intaglio and 57 in two or three intaglio colours. (I suspect that this latter number is actually 
far less, for some issues described as ‘recess only’ may be combination printings wrongly 
catalogued, for they appear to utilise far too many ink colours to be intaglio alone.) There were 
around 100 further stamps or sheets listed that incorporated a second printing process with the 
intaglio, usually offset and invariably in multiple bright colours. I generally consider that these 
latter stamp products lose some of the impact that the sole use of intaglio offers. 

In Chris’s final comments he reminded me that the entire intaglio production process is 
not static and that prior to his working in the business little had really changed for decades. 

Figs 20 Trial prints of Chris’s Atatürk 
portrait and portrait within border

Fig 22 The ‘Personal Emblem’ with the unadopted 
£1.33 denomination

Fig 21 The top miniature sheet 
from the Long to Reign Over Us 
press sheet of four
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Terminology

Binocular microscope. Compound 
microscopes typically have two 
eyepieces which view images through 
a single high-powered lens. The image 
presented to each eye is a flat, two-
dimensional ‘mono’ image. This tool is 
useful when working on such a small-
scale.

Carbon tissue. This temporary support 
sheet bore a layer of gelatine, which was 
laid onto a copper cylinder (or maybe 
on a die, as with the 1990 
Penny Black miniature sheet) 
and bathed in a potassium 
dichromate sensitising 
solution. This was dried and 
exposed to UV light through a 
photographic negative, which 
hardened the gelatine in the 
image areas. The tissue was 
then bathed in warm water, 
dissolving the unhardened 
(non-image) areas and leaving 
the required image to print 
from after applying a few 
microns of chrome to give 
longevity to the image carrier.

Case-hardened. Hardening of the die to a pre-determined depth to 
improve wear resistance and strength for low carbon steel.

Crona System. A milky-white film resembling microscopic bubble-
wrap is placed onto the surface of the engraved die, which would 
then be placed into a Crona press. A vacuum would be created and 
vibrating ball-bearings would come into contact with the film for 
around ten minutes pulverising and flattening the bubbles that were 
above the non-image areas, while the bubbles within the recesses of 
the die (the image areas) would remain untouched. This created a 
positive film of the engraved image area, (similar to taking a brass 
rubbing), which would be set using inks and fixers. 

Dry offset. Also known as letterset, or indirect relief printing, it 
combines the characteristics of offset and letterpress. A relief plate 
‘offsets’ multiple inks onto a blanket which transfers the image onto 
the substrate. It is called ‘dry offset’ because, unlike ‘offset litho’, 
the plate is not dampened.
 
Engraving. The art of transferring the imagination of an artist-
engraver onto a medium that can be used to replicate onto a plate 
or cylinder and to later print multiple times onto a substrate.

Transfer roller. The original 
(‘reverse reading’) case-
hardened engraved master 
die is copied under intense 
pressure onto a soft steel 
transfer roller, producing a 
‘right reading’ stamp. This 
is then case-hardened and 
transferred on to the printing 
cylinder (now in reverse 
again) multiple times to form 
a complete sheet of stamps. 
Transfer rollers are also known as a mollette, from the French.

Binocular microscope

Carbon tissue

Transfer roller

Each security printer used its own techniques, 
whereas today things are settling down with 
industry processes now comparable across 
companies and he does not see any radical 
changes on the horizon. He said: ‘It is all 
about time today and if something cannot 
be done any quicker, then why make the 
substantial monetary investment to change 
it?’ It therefore seems highly probable that 
the modern aspects of engraving detailed 
within this article will remain up-to-date for 
the foreseeable future. 

Fig 23 Labour of love: an MG Midget 
engraving print created by Chris

Fig 24 Engraving 
of Chris’s 
daughter Alice 
aged 18 months

Fig 25 The complete banknote with 
Brunel’s face printed in black-brown

Fig 26 A close-up of the engraved head 
of Brunel printed in orange-brown


